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Design constraints

The actuator body length is determined by the length of stroke of the pistons.
The piston stroke is, in turn, determined by the PCD of the pinion. The smaller the pinion diameter, 
the shorter is the piston stroke.
Minimizing the piston stroke also enables the use of shorter springs without exceeding the 
allowable stresses of the springs.
The design of the PremiAir actuator therefore concentrated upon minimizing the pinion diameter 
and ensuring adequate spring strength.

The design of the Keystone PremiAir pneumatic actuator was established against the following 
criteria:
1. The design will accommodate both Double Acting and Spring Return configurations within the 

same body.
2. The body dimensions of each size of actuator will be the minimum possible, consistent with 

retaining the desired performance characteristics.
3. The actuator should be capable of at least one million complete cycles (open-close-open) 

without component failure.

The Pinion Diameter

The smaller the pinion diameter, the smaller will be the teeth on the pinion and therefore also on 
the piston rack. Whilst the strength of the teeth may be enhanced by reducing the number and 
increasing the tooth size, there is a minimum pinion diameter below which the strength of both 
the teeth and the pinion wall section would be compromised.
The teeth on both the rack and the pinion must be sufficiently strong to withstand the stresses 
imposed, in reverse directions, as the assembly is driven through the complete operating cycle.

There is also a limit to the reduction in the number of teeth on the pinion, as too few teeth will 
affect the smoothness of the torque output, resulting in unacceptably jerky operation.

In designing the PremiAir actuator, the number of teeth has been optimized on each size, to give 
smooth torque output whilst ensuring adequate strength to resist the operating stresses.
In order to reach this compromise between tooth strength and the number of teeth, Keystone 
developed a ‘reverse stub tooth’ form, which gave maximum tooth strength on a minimum pinion 
diameter, enabling the piston stoke, and hence the actuator body size, to be minimized.

Spring Return models use the same overall 
body size as Double Acting models

12 teeth / 6 DP with same blank and 
root diameter as 20 teeth / 10 DP

Standard 20 teeth / 10 DP

The Spring Design

A further, major consideration in the actuator design is the performance of the springs in the 
Spring Return versions. Minimizing the body size demands a minimum spring size. The smaller the 
spring, however, the greater will be the stresses suffered by the spring material. Selecting material 
of a superior tensile strength will enable the stresses of a small spring to be kept within acceptable 
limits.

The design considerations and testing program 
incorporated in the development of the range of 
PremiAir pneumatic, rack and pinion actuators.

Performance Testing

Having determined the design and material selection for the critical components detailed above, 
a series of tests was formulated to confirm the strength of the drive teeth, the durability of the 
springs and other aspects of the actuator performance.

Rack & Pinion strength

In order to ensure that the teeth of the rack and pinion are sufficiently strong to meet the 
operational criteria, the standard fatigue characteristics of the weakest component (the aluminum 
rack) were examined (see chart 1). The blue line shows the failure stress level against the number 
of cycles, plotted as a linear relationship, for an air supply pressure of 80 psi.
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The chart indicates that if stresses, at 80 psi air supply pressure, can be kept below 30% of 
Ultimate Tensile Stress of the material, then the component strength is adequate to achieve a 
minimum of one million cycles.

If an air supply pressure of 120 psi is used in the test, the stresses generated will be 50% greater 
than at 80 psi. The maximum allowable stress of 30% of UTS at 80 psi (to produce one million 
cycles), would therefore be equivalent to 45% of UTS at 120 psi.

Chart 2 demonstrates that if the component can be shown to achieve 100,000 cycles during tests 
using 120 psi air supply pressure, then it is clear that at the maximum operational pressure of 80 
psi, the life duration will be in excess of one million cycles.

Validation Testing

The following tests were carried out, in order to validate the strength of components in different 
operating conditions, using 120 psi air supply pressure so as to accelerate the test, as described 
above.

a. Full load throughout full travel
The test actuator is mounted onto a similar sized actuator, which is filled with and immersed in 
water. The test actuator drives the immersed unit against all the hydraulic forces being transferred 
through the submerged “air ports”.
The test applies load to all of the rack and pinion teeth to generate cyclic fatigue stressing 
throughout the whole travel, a situation, which is highly unlikely to occur in practice.
The tests have proved, for all sizes, that the design and strength of the rack and pinion are in 
accordance with the required specification, throughout the entire travel cycle.

Chart 1: Fatigue chart linear basis
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Chart 2: Fatigue chart log basis
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The same data, plotted on a logarithmic scale, produces a more manageable chart (chart 2) of the 
same data.
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b. Cycling with no load. Maximum shock load on travel stop
In this test, the actuator is cycled in a zero load condition, so that the piston is traveling at 
maximum speed until the travel stop is encountered. This imparts the maximum possible shock 
load to the travel stop cam and the stop bolt arrangement. It also applies the maximum cyclic 
stress to the rack and pinion teeth at each end of the travel.
These tests have proved that the tooth strength, particularly of the vulnerable last tooth, conforms 
to specification and that the travel stop arrangement is also suitable for the required one million 
cycles.

c. No load cycle testing - Spring Return models
This test is designed to ensure that the spring torque output is maintained throughout a minimum 
life of 500,000 cycles.
The actuator is cycled in a zero load condition, in order to validate the spring design, both in terms 
of repeat load capability and the cycle count performance. A no-load test condition is considered 
to be the most extreme situation for the springs. During the test, the torque outputs were 
recorded at intervals in order to verify that the springs were not losing torque and were performing 
to specification.
All sizes of actuators proved to be in accordance with specification during these tests.

Environmental testing

In addition to the performance tests described above, PremiAir actuators have been subjected to 
two ‘environmental’ tests, to validate the corrosion resistance of the standard material finish of the 
body and internal components.

The standard finish of the PremiAir consists of:
a. Hard Anodizing and Electrostatic Powder Coating of the body
b. Anodizing of the pistons
c. Chromate and Electrostatic Powder Coating of the end caps, base plate and air connection 

plate.
d. Nitrotech finish on the pinion

Corrosion tests were carried out by Scientific Group Services, a NAMAS approved independent 
testing house.

Components were exposed to a saturated saline atmosphere for controlled periods, in order to 
simulate a salt spray environment.

In order to simulate a caustic wash-down environment, components were exposed to a cycle 
immersion procedure using 20% NAOH solution, together with exposure to a saturated caustic 
environment.

These tests demonstrated that the standard finish of components is suitable to withstand the 
environments simulated by these arduous tests.


